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Liquip Victoria’s SAS range of dry-disconnect / dry-break 
couplings provide spill free product transfers for a wide 
range of media including Fuel, LPG, Ammonia, and other 
volatile chemicals. Our couplers are designed to facilitate 
safe, affordable, and swift transfer of fluids and gases, while 
protecting the operator and the environment.

Integrity Manufacturing 
We take pride in offering one of the highest-quality couplers 
available. To this end, all of our materials are sourced from, and 
manufactured in, the USA and Germany. Our products do not 
contain base metals or low-cost region sub-components.

► Quality ► Service ► Satisfaction 
There are many factors that distinguish our SAS couplers 
from other products on the market. Their ease of use, safety, 
and reliability make them an effective tool for preventing spills 
and leaks. In addition, they reduce product residue to one 
of the lowest levels in the industry. A broad range of energy, 
chemicals, and marine companies put our couplers to work 
wherever safety, efficiency, and the integrity of the product 
count most.

Technical Specifications  
Coupler sizes: 1", 2", 2.5", 3", 4" 
Pressure Ratings: 363 psi (Sst.), 232 psi (Alu.) 
Connections: NPT, BSP / DIN, Flange 
Body materials: Stainless steel, Aluminium 
Seal types: Viton (others by request

SAS Drybreak Range
Enjoy spill free product transfers for a wide range of media.
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Key Advantages
> Minimised product residue 
> Minimised purchase and lifetime costs
> Excellent transfer rates
> Safe handling of aggressive or 
valuable media
> Fire / pressure spike resistant design
> Easy maintenance process
> Integrated swivel functionality
> Short lead times and order 
turnarounds
> Intuitive One Motion Coupling™ 
technology
> Compatibility with NATO STANAG 
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